Researchers call study on plates unnecessary

Bayh may be dropping out of race

Jackson "scoops" up Massachusetts

Plan for higher ed offered


Owen, Milliken oppose no-smoke bill

---

**By Ralph Framlingham, State News Staff Writer**

Two legislative subcommittees that specialize in education policy were debating Monday what impact the anti-smoking measure would have on the state's -- and the country's -- educational system.

While the measure is still in its early stages, the subcommittees are already facing a number of questions from both sides of the issue.

"We're not trying to "scoop" the administration," Owen said. "We're just looking at the issue."
Mozambique closes border

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government of Mozambique announced Wednesday that it is closing its border with South Africa, the first such move in 14 years.

A Mozambican official said the border will be closed for three days, effective immediately. The official said the decision was made following intense diplomatic discussions with South Africa.

The official said the closure is being taken in response to South Africa's continued support for the ANC, the ruling party in Mozambique. The official said the ANC is suspected of involvement in a recent coup attempt in Mozambique.

The border closure is expected to have a significant impact on trade and tourism between the two countries. Mozambique is a major tourist destination, and South Africa is one of its largest trading partners.

The closure is also seen as a sign of the increasing tension between Mozambique and South Africa, as well as a reflection of Mozambique's growing concerns about the latter's human rights record.

The Mozambican government has repeatedly condemned South Africa's human rights abuses, including the suspected involvement of the South African security forces in the recent coup attempt.

The closure was announced in the wake of a meeting between Mozambican President Filipe Nyusi and South African President Cyril Ramaphosa, which was held earlier this week.

The two leaders agreed to strengthen cooperation in the fight against transnational crime, with a particular focus on the movement of illegal arms and drugs.

The closure of the border is expected to remain in place until further notice, with a possible extension depending on the situation.

The official said the move is a necessary step to protect Mozambique's sovereignty and territorial integrity.

The Mozambican government also urged its citizens to avoid unnecessary travel to South Africa, warning that the closure may cause disruptions in the movement of goods and services.

Mozambican officials said they would work with South African authorities to ensure that the closure does not negatively impact the economies of both countries.

The closure of the border is also expected to have a significant impact on the region, which relies heavily on international trade and tourism.
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City council approves housing advisory body

The East Lansing City Council approved a resolution to form a Housing Advisory Body at its regular meeting Tuesday. The council was approached by Citizens Concerned Assuming Responsibility for E. Lansing (CARE) which is a group of residents spearheaded by Mary Mary Schoen, that requested that the city have a council of people to discuss housing issues. 

The council voted unanimously to form the body, and set the first meeting date for May 6. The council may also set up committees for the body. None of the members of the CARE group were present, but one councilmember was rumored to support the creation of the body.

"It's a good idea," said an East Lansing resident. "It should be done," said a 25-year-old student. "It is in the best interest of the city," said a 20-year-old.
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Ferency asks E. Lansing to bury parking ordinance

Ferency, newly appointed police chief of East Lansing, said Sunday that he is planning to bury parking ordinance that was introduced last week. 

"I'm asking the city to bury the parking ordinance," said Ferency. "I don't believe in it." 
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busing of students for a short distance and a report¬ed order plan which would include the entire city’s elementary schools and school children.

Even a cursory comparison of the two efforts shows that the glare of busing affects a whole range of questions which call into question educational quality, parental control over the education of their children and federal interference in local affairs. Thus the fear crosses these issues — especially over children’s education — make parents opponents of massive busing. It is impossible to label all these people as racist. Many of them support desegregation, but by other means. To lump all opponents of busing under one category means the risk of alienating many who support the goals of desegregation but not the means of busing.

No federal judge or school board should face the desegregation issue without a first hand grasp of the technical and social desegregation in the form of massive busing and real parental fears for their child’s education.

It is unlikely that Laing would propose to implement any other way but with respect for the law and with the support of the liberal Arab apathy, the Justice Dept. study which investig¬ated desegregation in Boston and in the nation last year. But if effective desegregation in the event of the big busing concluded that there was little chance of any disorder, that sort of action was not necessary to stop the educational harm done by busing.

Laing’s recent history, on the other hand, demonstrates its dedication in integration and quality education for all the students. The decisions on school desegregation have reflected a wise balance which avoids threatening one group because the other has been pur¬posely left too feeble. Such a history should not be disrupted by Judge Fox.

A massive court ordered busing plan would only work against the very principles it sought to achieve by driving many whites to the nearby suburbs or by driving the city into two separate educational systems. As is, the current small-scale busing, reimbursement and school improvements should be admitted and gradually ex¬panded.

Anywasher who attended Academic Coun¬cil meetings can testify to the many results from holding over small numbers of students. Large numbers of parliamentary studies. As a result, it is pamphlet reading and discussions to make real the desegregation to begin the process, and the people who make it happen.

The New Hampshire stateLegislature has demonstrated its willingness to deal with all questions of education. It is time that the legislature take a bold stand. It is time that the legislature act to protect the education of the children of New Hampshire.

The legislature should pass a bill which would allow the education of the children of New Hampshire to be controlled by the elected officials of New Hampshire, and the elected officials of New Hampshire to be responsible for the education of the children of New Hampshire.
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Kennedy's bombast on arms shipments

William F. Buckley

I have read the letter "Kennedy's Bombast on Arms Shipments" and the rejoinder to it and I appreciate the opportunity to agree with Mr. Walker's statement. It is in this spirit that I write to voice my own thoughts on the matter.

The United Nations were the sole source of weapons, the absolute authority on the arms question, and any assertions of the opposite are absurd. It is believed that Mr. Walker's letter is in error on this point.

The topic of arms shipments is a complex and sensitive issue. It is the duty of nations to ensure that their arms are used for legitimate purposes, and the United Nations can play a crucial role in this regard.

I believe that Mr. Walker's letter is a commendable attempt to shed light on an important aspect of the arms trade. It is my hope that such discussions will continue and that the truth will be known.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Your Name]
Plenty of sex, booze and gore make 'Wild Turkey' a vintage potboiler

By MARTY HANSEN

The story of the X-rated sex, violence, and gore movie 'Wild Turkey' is a classic tale of American popular culture. The film, directed by Michael Mann, is a masterpiece of Hollywood storytelling.

MANN'S GIFT

Mann's gift for storytelling is evident throughout the film. He creates a world filled with realistic characters and situations that are both haunting and unforgettable. The cinematography is stunning, with breathtaking shots of landscapes and interiors.

THE CAST

The cast of 'Wild Turkey' is impressive, featuring actors who bring their A-game to the roles. The lead actors deliver powerful performances that are both emotionally resonant and technically impressive.

THE MUSIC

The score for 'Wild Turkey' is a masterpiece, composed by John Williams. The music is haunting and evocative, perfectly complementing the film's tone and mood.

VERSATILITY

Mann's storytelling versatility is on full display in 'Wild Turkey'. The film is able to transition seamlessly from intense action scenes to intimate character moments. This ability to navigate a wide range of emotions is what sets Mann apart as a director.

THE ENDING

The ending of 'Wild Turkey' is both satisfying and thought-provoking. It leaves the audience with a sense of closure, while also raising questions about the nature of humanity and our place in the world.
Jazz groups play for PAC in benefit concert tonight

By JUNIOR WATSON

State News Reviewer

If you were looking for an offbeat group to lead off the March content for the Beckman Center PAC's second big step for East Lansing music and entertainment, look no further than the Michigan Jazz Repertoire Ensemble (MJRE).

The MJRE is a jazz-music group of University of Michigan graduate students who are/networked to the jazz community. The group, under the direction of Paul Wozniak, has been playing for over a year and is well known for its innovative and professional approach to jazz.

The group will play a variety of standards and original compositions, including works by John Coltrane, Miles Davis, and Duke Ellington. The performance will feature both traditional and contemporary arrangements, with an emphasis on improvisation and scatting.

The event will be held in the PAC's auditorium and is open to the public. Tickets are $10 for adults and $5 for students. Refreshments will be served at the event. Be sure to mark your calendars for this exciting musical evening!
The Highland appliance sound shops, everything you never expected from an appliance store!

Listen:
It's a jungle out there.

And according to our competitors, we're the cause of it.

It's true. We have created unparalleled value in the audio field. We've taken our 40-year expertise in high-volume buying, low-cost packaging and high-volume selling to give you the best in TV's and home audio. We've worked with every top manufacturer and have negotiated the most favorable terms to give you the lowest prices.

Our price structure is based on a system of cost-cutting and volume buying that you would normally find nowhere else.

For more information, talk to JACOB, our salesperson in charge of audio.

We're your one-stop shop for audio equipment and home entertainment.

Join us for our opening day on April 1st!
THE SMALL SOCIETY
by Brickman

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

THURSDAY'S HIGHLIGHTS

FRANK & ERNEST
by Bob Thaves

Karma
Record Shops
110 S. Michigan Ave.
341-1341

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Poster Studio
902 W. Madison
341-2719

I DON'T BELIEVE IN TAKING ASTROLOGY SERIOUSLY...
... WE LEOS ARE VERY SKEPTICAL!!

3/4
Women cancels trip for weekend meet

There are two reasons why the Michigan women's team won't be going to this weekend's NCAA-type meet at Oberlin, Ohio. First, the women's team did not advance to the championships at nationals, and second, the team is under the guidance of Coach K.J. Thompson, who will be taking over for the remainder of the season.

The meet, which will be held at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, is a qualifying meet for the NCAA championships at Bloomington, Indiana, on April 28-29. The meet will also serve as a preview of the NCAA championships, with many of the same competitors expected to be there.

The meet will feature events such as the 100-yard backstroke, 200-yard individual medley, 500-yard freestyle, 100-yard butterfly, 200-yard breaststroke, 100-yard backstroke, 200-yard freestyle, 200-yard medley relay, 400-yard freestyle relay, and 400-yard medley relay.

The meet will be held on April 28-29 at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. For more information, contact Coach Thompson at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.